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An Iconic Graphic Designer on His
Process
By KAT HERRIMAN SEPT. 7, 2016

The influential Dutch graphic designer Karel Martens is most strongly associated
with typography: He even developed his home country’s gold-standard master’s
degree program focusing on the discipline. But Martens isn’t just a serifs-andkerning guy: He works across video, installation and sculpture, too, having spent
nearly 60 years developing a practice that reflects his persistent inquisitiveness.
Starting this Sunday, Martens shares pieces — including an interactive video
installation, a modular wall-covering system and a kinetic clock sculpture — at his
first North American solo exhibition, hosted by P!, a project space on Broome Street.
(The Martens show kicks off P!’s final season of programming at the Chinatown
location, where it’s been based for five years; it’s planned to reopen in 2018 in a new
space.) But there are plenty of Martens’s trademark letterpress monoprints on view,
too; and before Martens touched down in New York, the artist gave T a preview.
Above, some of his colorful prints explained in his own words.
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